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QUESTION 1

A technology company is creating a dashboard that will visualize and analyze time-sensitive data. The data will come in
through Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose with the butter interval set to 60 seconds. The dashboard must support near-
realtime data. 

Which visualization solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Select Amazon OpenSearch Service (Amazon Elasticsearch Service) as the endpoint for Kinesis Data Firehose. Set
up an OpenSearch Dashboards (Kibana) using the data in Amazon OpenSearch Service (Amazon ES) with the desired
analyses and visualizations. 

B. Select Amazon S3 as the endpoint for Kinesis Data Firehose. Read data into an Amazon SageMaker Jupyter
notebook and carry out the desired analyses and visualizations. 

C. Select Amazon Redshift as the endpoint for Kinesis Data Firehose. Connect Amazon QuickSight with SPICE to
Amazon Redshift to create the desired analyses and visualizations. 

D. Select Amazon S3 as the endpoint for Kinesis Data Firehose. Use AWS Glue to catalog the data and Amazon
Athena to query it. Connect Amazon QuickSight with SPICE to Athena to create the desired analyses and
visualizations. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has developed an Apache Hive script to batch process data stared in Amazon S3. The script needs to run
once every day and store the output in Amazon S3. The company tested the script, and it completes within 30 minutes
on a small local three-node cluster. 

Which solution is the MOST cost-effective for scheduling and executing the script? 

A. Create an AWS Lambda function to spin up an Amazon EMR cluster with a Hive execution step. Set
KeepJobFlowAliveWhenNoSteps to false and disable the termination protection flag. Use Amazon CloudWatch Events
to schedule the Lambda function to run daily. 

B. Use the AWS Management Console to spin up an Amazon EMR cluster with Python Hue. Hive, and Apache Oozie.
Set the termination protection flag to true and use Spot Instances for the core nodes of the cluster. Configure an Oozie
workflow in the cluster to invoke the Hive script daily. 

C. Create an AWS Glue job with the Hive script to perform the batch operation. Configure the job to run once a day
using a time-based schedule. 

D. Use AWS Lambda layers and load the Hive runtime to AWS Lambda and copy the Hive script. Schedule the Lambda
function to run daily by creating a workflow using AWS Step Functions. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is migrating its existing on-premises ETL jobs to Amazon EMR. The code consists of a series of jobs written
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in Java. The company needs to reduce overhead for the system administrators without changing the underlying code.
Due to the sensitivity of the data, compliance requires that the company use root device volume encryption on all nodes
in the cluster. Corporate standards require that environments be provisioned though AWS CloudFormation when
possible. 

Which solution satisfies these requirements? 

A. Install open-source Hadoop on Amazon EC2 instances with encrypted root device volumes. Configure the cluster in
the CloudFormation template. 

B. Use a CloudFormation template to launch an EMR cluster. In the configuration section of the cluster, define a
bootstrap action to enable TLS. 

C. Create a custom AMI with encrypted root device volumes. Configure Amazon EMR to use the custom AMI using the
CustomAmild property in the CloudFormation template. 

D. Use a CloudFormation template to launch an EMR cluster. In the configuration section of the cluster, define a
bootstrap action to encrypt the root device volume of every node. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/ManagementGuide/emr-custom-ami.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A company stores its sales and marketing data that includes personally identifiable information (PII) in Amazon S3. The
company allows its analysts to launch their own Amazon EMR cluster and run analytics reports with the data. To meet
compliance requirements, the company must ensure the data is not publicly accessible throughout this process. A data
engineer has secured Amazon S3 but must ensure the individual EMR clusters created by the analysts are not exposed
to the public internet. 

Which solution should the data engineer to meet this compliance requirement with LEAST amount of effort? 

A. Create an EMR security configuration and ensure the security configuration is associated with the EMR clusters
when they are created. 

B. Check the security group of the EMR clusters regularly to ensure it does not allow inbound traffic from IPv4 0.0.0.0/0
or IPv6 ::/0. 

C. Enable the block public access setting for Amazon EMR at the account level before any EMR cluster is created. 

D. Use AWS WAF to block public internet access to the EMR clusters across the board. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/ManagementGuide/emr-security-groups.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A financial services company is building a data lake solution on Amazon S3. The company plans to use analytics
offerings from AWS to meet user needs for one-time querying and business intelligence reports. A portion of the
columns will contain personally identifiable information (PII) Only authorized users should be able to see plaintext PII
data. 
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What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements? 

A. Define a bucket policy for each S3 bucket of the data lake to allow access to users who have authorization to see PII
data. Catalog the data by using AWS Glue. Create two IAM roles. Attach a permissions policy with access to PII
columns to one role. Attach a policy without these permissions to the other role. 

B. Register the S3 locations with AWS Lake Formation. Create two IAM roles. Use Lake Formation data permissions to
grant Select permissions to all of the columns for one role. Grant Select permissions to only columns that contain non-
PII data for the other role. 

C. Register the S3 locations with AWS Lake Formation. Create an AWS Glue job to create an ETL workflow that
removes the PII columns from the data and creates a separate copy of the data in another data lake S3 bucket. Register
the new S3 locations with Lake Formation. Grant users the permissions to each data lake data based on whether the
users are authorized to see PII data. 

D. Register the S3 locations with AWS Lake Formation. Create two IAM roles. Attach a permissions policy with access
to PII columns to one role. Attach a policy without these permissions to the other role. For each downstream analytics
service, use its native security functionality and the IAM roles to secure the PII data. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lake-formation/latest/dg/lake-formation-dg.pdf 
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